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Metal Block order form

Metal Block Profile

Name :        Client Ref. No. :   Phone : 

Responsable :      Email :

 

Address :     Project Name :

Customer information 

Please fill in the following lines clearly indicating your needs. 
 

A = Corresponds to the total length of the Panel 
 

B = Corresponds to the distance between the grooves (only if other than the standard which is 
      every 24’’) 
 

C = Corresponds to the measurement of the first groove starting from the right side of the Panel. 
 

S clips (M16G) = When ordering S clips (M16G), you must confirm if the Panel 
need to be notched at the ends. An additional charge of $0.10/pc will be applied. 
Indicate an «N» next to the Panels quantity for those to be added. 
Attention: The Panels cannot be notched if the measurements B and C are not identical.

Female 

Side Up

P1March_23

Caliber : Color : 

No.
Panel

 

quantity
‘‘A’’ 

Length of the Panel
‘‘B’’ 

Distance between 
the grooves

‘‘C’’ 
Distance of the 1st groove 

from the right

A  Total length of the Panel

Screw
B  Distance between grooves

D C
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Metal Block order form

 Special Comment :

P2

No.
Panel

 

quantity
‘‘A’’ 

Length of the Panel
‘‘B’’ 

Distance between 
the grooves

‘‘C’’ 
Distance of the 1st groove 

from the right

V
e

rt
ic

a
l

Horizontal

It is strongly recommended that you bend 
the ends of the panels before inserting them 
into the J Trim. To ensure that you have the 
necessary excess to perform this operation, 
measurements should always be taken
from one end of a wall to the other.

Add rigidity to the ends of the panel
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